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Introduction
Turn her around and lather her thick juicy ass in oil like you were marinading your dinner before tossing
it on the grill! Her succulent ass is ready to be served-up with a sticky side-order of your best spunk
sauce! Big Wet Butts brings you all the greasy backside action that your cock could ever have asked for!

Adult Review
Big Wet Butts is a site tailor made for ass lovers. They feature starlets with perfect backsides shakin' them like they were in
an earthquake and lubing them with so much salad oil that your dick will think it was getting laid in a JiffyLube!
  
  High quality videos professionally filmed by excellent camera crews are important for a site like this one because when the
oil starts flowing things can get messy pretty quickly and the key is to keep the slippery goo all over the ladies while giving a
perfect view to you. This site manages to do that in more than 130+ scenes filmed in DVD quality 640x480 resolution. Each
stars a sexy top name pornstar who gets oiled up and fucked hard for your enjoyment.
  
  Best of all, because they over-lube their assholes, these gals are not afraid to let their man reach the red-line by fucking as
hard and fast as he can into their moist wet rectums. The fact is, normally they would have to worry about injury or
overheating but with half a bottle of oil poured into their gape - then men can amp up the ass fucking action and still slide
through these sphincters with ease!
  
  When you become a member of Big Wet Butts you also get full access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of
this review! Thats hundreds of hours of top quality big tit porn in all kinds of scenarios starring sexy pornstars and brand new
fresh faced amateur nude models as well. It really is one of the best deals for your porn dollar anywhere on the web these
days.

Porn Summary
These big ass butt babes lube their holes with so much oil that you can shove your dick in them bone dry and still not worry
about hearing them cry. Go ahead and saddle up, it's an anal fuck site that is definitely slippery once these big butts get wet!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Buttocks slathered in sauce and shaking for your attention!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 89
Support: 88 Unique: 89    Taste: 92        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
Brazzers Pass (94) ,Big Tits At School (91) ,Racks And Blacks (90) ,Doctor Adventures (89) ,Hot Chicks Big Asses (86) ,Sex
Pro Adventures (86) ,MILFs Like It Big (85) ,Butts And Blacks (84) ,BustyZ (Preview) ,Asses In Public (Preview) ,Mommy
Got Boobs (Preview) ,Big Tits At Work (Preview) ,Busty And Real (Preview) ,Jizz On My Jugs (Preview) ,Jug Fuckers
(Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Anal, Exclusive, Fetish, Glamour, Hardcore, Natural, PornStars, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 2 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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